
ground elevation

1220mm x 2440mm (4’x8’) Sign Standard

900 mm (36”) 
min. burial depth

#8 round (pan) head
screws spaced 60 mm (24”)

(pattern as shown 4” from edges)
1525 mm (60”) 

15 mm (5/8”)
 Pressure

Treated Plywood
Backer Board 

4x4” Square
Steel posts

(Enamel Finished) 

A

Details:

A - Plywood MUST be joined using #10 Stainless steel self tapping screws) counter sunk surface flush 
only - 5 per post

Sign faces to be professional designed and fabricated using ONLY aluminum products with enameled
finishes. Products may include 3mm E-panel, dibond, Alupanel or other similar composite aluminum
materials. 10mm Sign ply is also acceptable with paint finished edges only.

Graphics to be vinyl cut (reflective or non-reflective) ONLY. Printed vinyl is only acceptable if UV laminated
with cold or hot lamination applied. Liquid lamination is not acceptable. Promo, calendered, and short term
vinyl products are not acceptable as well as ANY painted signage.

600 mm w x 300 mm h
(24” w x 12” h)
concrete base

***Must be poured WITHOUT forms***



Professional Appearance / Effective Advertising - Graphic Design

The best billboards are the ones that communicate a single message. In 3 seconds a passing 
motorist must identify and connect with a signs message keeping in mind they are also attentive 
to driving AND competing with many other signs in the corridor. With that said:

A) Less is more - 1 or 2 short lines of text and/or a logo is more effective than a list of services, 
phrases, mailing addresses or other non-pertinent information.

B) Size matters - Graphic elements less than 200mm (8”) in height will be difficult to read and will
most likely not be - if you can’t get the text to that height - leave it off - it won’t matter anyway.

C) High contrast - Black/White/Red are the most visible colours from the longest distance. Other 
colours may also make for a good design if used correctly. A good rule of thumb if designing with 
colour is this: After the design is done, print it out in black and white - If you can’t read it - neither 
will motorists.  
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Sign Design Considerations

In less than 1 minute, a highway motorist will pass a dozen signs through the sign corridor. Will yours be 
read or remembered? They will have approximately 3 seconds to read and comprehend each sign face.

Tips:

1. The larger the better - Large logos / text can be seen further giving you an advantage for a longer viewing time of 
your sign.

2. Use high contrast colours - 1/2 tones/pastels/overlapping similar colours are harder to read and will be 
overlooked.

3. Less is more. NO mailing addresses. Phone #, website or Street address - pick 1 or 2 that is MOST important.

4. Keep it simple / Do not crowd text or the edges of the sign.

5. Add interest. ie: The bottom left example - “Adventure Awaits” could be replaced with a simple question like 
“Hiking?” Different is good. Curious wording can be used to spark interest in the viewer.

6. If full colour is used, be prepared to replace South facing signs every 2-3 years to maintain a quality look.  


